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A B S T R A C T   

Higher manganese silicide (HMS) alloys (Mnx-αMoαSiy-βGeβ (x = 0.99–1.011, α = 0.005–0.02, y = 1.75, β =
0.005–0.01)) were studied to elucidate the effect of Mo and Ge pertaining to oxidation. Oxidation experiments 
were conducted using thermogravimetry and characterized using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Isoconversion experiments below 450 ◦C, shows that doping (up to 2 at%) 
raises the oxidation potential of HMS. Isothermally, the oxidation rate reduces buy one order of magnitude by 
doping on Mn and/or Si sites from 0.5 to 2 at%, revealing that the dopants-based oxides do not lessen the 
robustness of SiO2 oxide.   

1. Introduction 

Thermal oxidation robustness in thermoelectricity is an important 
facet to consider while studying the stability of thermoelectric materials 
and modules. D.P. Whittle and J. Stringer [1] defines two essential re-
quirements for alloys to withstand thermal oxidation, first to grow an 
oxide that thickens at a slow rate, and second that the oxide adheres to 
the alloy surface at any condition (thermal or environmental). Similarly, 
higher manganese silicide (HMS) as a binary alloy oxidises selectively 
forming a stable and protective silicon dioxide (SiO2). As discussed in 
our recent publication [2], oxidation stability concerns stem from the 
level of impurities/dopants and the synthesis route including densifi-
cation. In this article, much focus is put on the effect of dopants, and 
doping sites in the HMS matrix. 

The benefits of “Al” and “Ge” doping on HMS were observed in our 
recent article [2], and thoroughly reviewed by Y. Miyazaki [3]. The 
common interest with HMS doping as a semiconductor is improved 
electrical conductivity of the thermoelectric (TE) materials, through 
increased charge carrier concentration. Moreover, particularly with Ge 
doping on the Si-site, a considerable reduction of MnSi striation was 
reported [4,5], the latter being another factor that lowers the electrical 
conductivity of the materials due to lack of crystallographic relationship 
between HMS and MnSi polycrystalline phases [6]. A similar effect 

(reduced striation) was also reported in case of doping on the Mn-site 
with Cr and Co ([7,8] and [9], respectively). 

The effect of doping on the oxidation of alloys has been investigated 
on several compounds or systems, mostly on alumina and chromia scale 
adhesion [1,10–12], though not much was done on HMS. The main 
outcome of the studies was that the reactive elements (RE) additives, 
improved the oxide scale adhesion, interfacial diffusion, mechanical and 
chemical potential in the alloys or oxide scales. However, D. Naumenko 
et.al. [11], showed that another important aspect to consider is the level 
of interactions between RE and other elemental constituents of the alloy, 
since these reactions may complicate the optimisation of RE-dopant type 
and content. 

The current study is a continuation of [2], we empirically discuss the 
oxidation kinetics/mechanisms of HMS (and its alloys), and qualita-
tively present the effect of dopant on the oxidation of HMS. A deviation 
in the oxidation kinetics of the pure HMS due to dopants and a thorough 
discussion of the mechanism is reported in this article. Finally, the 
coexistence of resultant Mo- and Ge-oxide species with the protective 
SiO2 is presented, and an outlook towards further improvement is 
provided. 
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Powder and pellet production 

HMS alloys Mnx− α Moα Siy− β Geβ (x = 0.99–1.011, α = 0.005 – 0.02, 
y = 1.75, β = 0.005 – 0.01) were synthesized (check Table 2), an over-
view of raw material type and composition can be found in Table 1 of 
reference [2]. The elemental powder of Mn and Si were pre-alloyed with 
Mo and Ge, respectively. The pre-alloyed mixtures (Mn-Mo and/or 
Si-Ge) were mixed in a lid covered graphite crucible and heated fast 
(heating rate 100 ºC/min) up to 1400 ºC backfilling with Argon. The 
process was held for 10 min and then further heated up to above silicon 
melting temperature (specifically at 1450 ºC). This temperature was 
then held for around 30 min to ensure all material melted and then 
poured into a graphite mould with a thickness of approximately 5 mm. 
To produce micron-sized powder, a Herzog HSM 100 vibratory mill with 
Tungsten Carbide (WC) vessel was used milling casted material pieces in 
batches of ~200 g running at 1400 rpm for 30 s. In addition, A 
RETSCH® Planetary Ball Mill PM 100 was used to mill the ingots down 
to nanosized powder. 20 g ingot were loaded together with stainless 
steel balls into a WC milling jar in an inert atmosphere (Ar). The ratio of 
milling ball, sample, and free space is 1/3: 1/3: 1/3 in volume. The 
powder was milled at 300 rmp with 2 min milling time and 1 min break 
to release the local heat, alternatively. The particle size distribution of 
the micron-sized powder was measured with a Malvern Mastersizer 
2000, the D50 is around 5 µm, and a relatively broad range of particle 
sizes between 1 and 20 µm. 

To consolidate the powder into ingots, Spark Plasma Sintering (Dr 
Sinter, SPS-825) was used. The powder was enfolded in graphite paper, 
loaded into a crucible (in an inert environment), and then cold-pressed 
using a manual hydraulic press at ~0.5 MPa. The cold-pressed pellet 
was then loaded in the SPS machine, pressure and temperature increased 
to 90 MPa and 850 ºC (at 100 K/min heating rate), respectively. This 
temperature and pressure were held for a dwell time of 2 min. 
Furthermore, the temperature was reduced to 800 ºC and pressure to 
30 MPa. From then on, the pressure was released, and the pellets cooled 
naturally to room temperature. 

2.2. Oxidation and microstructure analysis 

The oxidation experiments were conducted using a TGA/DSC 1 
(Mettler Toledo) on both powder and bulk samples. For isoconversion 
experiments, the powder samples were oxidised from room temperature 
to 1100 ºC, with a constant heating rate of 5 ºC/min in synthetic/dry air 
(5.0) with 50 ml/min purging rate. Isothermal experiments were carried 
out on bulk specimens, at temperatures from 250 ºC to 600 ºC for 24 h. 
Moreover, long-term oxidation experiments were conducted using an 
electric kiln SQ11 (KITTEC®) for 200 h in ambient air at 300 ◦C and 
400 ◦C. 

The oxidation residue was studied using Powder diffraction x-ray 
spectroscopy (XRD) for powder samples and X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) on bulk samples. The XRD powder diffraction 
spectroscopy was carried out using a D8 Advance XRD instrument (from 
BRUKER). The instrument was set at 40 kV and 40 mA with a Cu X-ray 
tube. A continuous diffraction pattern was collected in locked coupled 
scan mode with a step size of 0.02◦ in the 2θ range of 10–80◦. Moreover, 
the phases were qualitatively identified using the Bruker software EVA 
using the ICDD PDF-2 database. 

The XPS surface analysis was conducted using a Kratos Axis UltraDLD 

spectrometer with Al Kα X-ray monochromatic source (hν=1486.6 eV, 
at 10 A and 15 kV). The survey and high-resolution spectra were 
collected using step sizes of 1 eV and 0.1 eV, respectively. Similarly, the 
pass-energies used were 160 eV (survey spectra) and 40 eV (high-reso-
lution core-level spectra). The spectra analysis was conducted using 
CasaXPS software, while the binding energy axis was calibrated using 
adventitious carbon (C-C) C 1 s photoemission peak centred at 284.8 eV. 
Further details and analysis of the XPS data are detailed in [2]. On bulk 
specimen, the microstructure images were taken using SEM (JEOL 772), 
the microscope was operated at a working distance of 10 mm and 
accelerating voltage of 15 kV. Based on backscattered images, the oxide 
phase composition was detected using an energy dispersive X-ray 
spectrometer (EDS) detector and analysed through line scan, spot 
analysis, and phase mapping using TEAM™ software 
(EDAX®-AMETEK®). 

3. Results 

3.1. Microstructure of the alloys 

Among the alloys in Table 2, Mo2_β and Mo2- Ge2_α were selected to 
investigate the phase composition of the respective compounds, the 
selection is based on that is doped on the Mn site only while the other on 
both Mn and Si sites. Fig. 1 shows bulk Mn0.97Mo0.02Si1.75 and 
Mn0.99Mo0.02Si1.73Ge0.02 SEM - backscattered electron (BE) micro-
graphs, and Table 1 contains the EDS elemental compositions of spots 
shown on (a) and (b), respectively. The micrographs show that both 
compounds are multiphase alloys. Mn0.97Mo0.02Si1.75 is composed of a 
heterogeneous mixture of MnSi1.75, MnSi, and a ternary Mn-Mo-Si 
phase. HMS is the majority phase and is composed of relatively bigger 
grains, while the other two phases are minor especially MnSi, which is 
mainly found at the MnSi1.75 grain boundaries. As discussed in our 
recent publication on oxidation of HMS [2], increasing the dopant (Al or 
Ge on the Si site) concentration from 0.5 at% towards 2 at% substan-
tially increased the amount of MnSi striation in the compound. How-
ever, as shown by Fig. 1 substituting Mn with Mo relatively reduced the 
concentration of the one-to-one Mn-Si phase in the bulk. 

Table 1 
Elemental composition by EDS of alloys in Fig. 1.  

Alloy Spot Si 
[at 
%] 

Mn 
[at 
%] 

Ge 
[at 
%] 

Mo 
[at 
%] 

Tentative 
phases 

Mn0.97Mo0.02Si1.75  1  62  38     MnSi1.75  

2  64  36     MnSi1.75  

3  52  47    1 MnSi  
4  51  48    1 MnSi  
5  65  12    23 Mo rich  
6  66  13    21 Mo rich 

Mn0.99Mo0.02Si1.73Ge0.02  1  63  37     MnSi1.75  

2  64  13    23 Mo rich  
3  50  50     MnSi  
4  54  19  22   Ge rich  

Table 2 
List of samples, nominal composition, and maximum isoconversion weight gain.  

Sample IDa Nominal composition Powder - Total Weight gain [%] 

MnSi1.75 MnSi1.75  12.673 
Mo0.5_α Mn1.005Mo0.005Si1.75  8.878 
Mo2_β Mn0.97Mo0.02Si1.75  5.32 
Ge0.5_α Mn1.01Si1.745Ge0.005  5.671 
Ge1_β Mn0.99Si1.74Ge0.01  7.726 
Mo0.5- Ge0.5_β Mn0.985Mo0.005Si1.745Ge0.005  19.116 
Mo0.5- Ge1_γ Mn0.995Mo0.005Si1.74Ge0.01  5.543 
Mo2- Ge0.5_γ Mn0.98Mo0.02Si1.745Ge0.005  7.86 
Mo2- Ge2_α Mn0.99Mo0.02Si1.73Ge0.02  6.663 
Mo0.5-a Mn1.0095Mo0.005Si1.75  7.762 
Mo1-a Mn1.0090Mo0.010Si1.75  8.352 
Mo1.5-a Mn1.0085Mo0.015Si1.75  8.658 
Mo0.5-b Mn1.0105Mo0.005Si1.75  7.455 
Mo1-b Mn1.0100Mo0.010Si1.75  8.038 
Mo1.5-b Mn1.0095Mo0.015Si1.75  8.075 
Mo0.5-c Mn1.0115Mo0.005Si1.75  8.649 
Mo1-c Mn1.0110Mo0.010Si1.75  8.531 
Mo1.5-c Mn1.0105Mo0.015Si1.75  8.221 

aGreek letters and a to c denote distinct Mn concentration in HMS before doping. 
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Similarly, doping on both Mn and Si sites exhibited non- 
homogeneous microstructures, mostly composed of the MnSi1.75, 
MnSi, and two ternary phases (Mn-Mo-Si and Mn-Si-Ge). As a general 
remark, it is evident that with doping on both sites the MnSi phase in-
creases and the grains are bigger than doping on Mn Site only. There is 
no quaternary phase (Mn-Mo-Si-Ge) achieved, as a result of non- 
resolved “Ge” and “Mo” dopants as thoroughly described by J.S. Graff 
[13]. 

3.2. Isoconversion 

The isoconversion was conducted on powder samples from 25 ºC - 
1100 ºC with a 5 ºC/min constant heating rate. Fig. 2 represents (a) three 
batches (α, β, and γ) of HMS with Ge and Mo dopants on the Si and Mn 
sites, respectively, and (b) batches (a, b and c) of HMS with Mo as dopant 
on the Mn site only. The zoomed images (upper right conners) show the 
oxidation at low temperatures (25 ºC - 450 ºC). All powders lost weight 
below 100 ºC which is linked to humidity evaporation, while significant 
weight gain(oxidation) begins between 200 ºC - 300 ºC. The oxidation 
onset temperature varies with the dopant(s) concentration, where the 
higher the dopant concentration, the lower the onset temperature. In 
addition, the HMS alloys with low dopant concentration are more robust 
to oxidation relative to high doped compounds Fig. 3(a). However, at 
high-temperature oxidation (up to 1100 ºC), the alloys are more robust 
with high dopant concentration Fig. 3(b). 

Based on the XRD spectrum Fig. 4, silica (SiO2) is the dominant and 
stable oxide phase among other present oxide phases. This is witnessed 
through Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) Fig. 4(b), where the 
silica scale crystalizes at 420 ºC, 540 ºC, and 960 ºC to form alpha quartz, 
beta quartz, and beta tridymite, respectively. The alloys’ oxidation ki-
netics remain steady till 900 ºC for most of the samples Fig. 2(a), except 
for those with higher Ge impurities which the weight gain rate was 
steeper at around 600 ºC associated with germanium oxidation. 

Meanwhile, manganese- and molybdenum-based oxides were also pre-
sent, which could be noticed by the endothermic reaction at 665 ºC in 
Fig. 2(a) and (b). 

3.3. Isothermal oxidation 

The isothermal oxidation experiments were conducted to investigate 
the effect of doping HMS (on the Mn and/or Si sites) based on the 
thermal oxidation kinetics from 250 ◦C to 600 ºC. Fig. 5 shows (a) the 
final relative weight gain of HMS alloys (with different dopant con-
centrations) after 24 h of isothermal oxidation in dry air. The magnified 
plot in the upper left corner shows that the weight gain of most of the 
alloys is below 1 µg/mm2 up until 450 ◦C. Though the doping effect is 
minimal at low temperatures, the trend indicates that increasing Mo or 
Ge concentration translates into an increase in weight gain during 
oxidation. The doping effect was more pronounced on alloys with 
doping on both Mn and Si sites, where varying doping concentrations 
from 0.5 at% to 2 at% increased around ten times the weight gain, even 
at low temperatures (<450 ºC). 

Fig. 6 are maps of weight gain data per unit area of, three among 
studied compounds with different dopant concentrations, (a) 
Mn1.005Mo0.005Si1.75, (b) Mn0.985Mo0.005Si1.745Ge0.005 and (c) 
Mn0.99Mo0.02Si1.73Ge0.02. The data were recorded every hour during 
isothermal treatment at respective temperatures (250 ºC - 600 ºC), and as 
the compound in (c) had the most weight gain, (a) and (b) data were 
mapped on (c) scale for comparison purpose. The dopant effect is shown 
by the trend of weight gain over time. With both Mo and Ge doping 
(0.5 at% each), the oxidation rate is reduced relative to the compound 
with Mo doping only, however with increased dopant concentration 
(2 at% on both Mo and Ge), the weight gain is substantially increased by 
one order of magnitude especially at higher temperature. 

From 250 ºC to around 450 ºC, the oxidation kinetics fit well both 
linear and logarithmic oxidation laws (oxidation rates per model 

Fig. 1. As consolidated alloys’ EDS spot analysis (see nominal composition in Table 1), (a) Mn0.97Mo0.02Si1.75, (b) Mn0.99Mo0.02Si1.73Ge0.02.  
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summarized in Table 3), however, as from the studies conducted on 
oxidation of Si [14,15], logarithmic law is considered the right model to 
represent the Si oxidation kinetics. Similarly, the logarithmic model was 
empirically found to better describe the HMS alloys oxidation in this 
study (mostly at 400 ºC). That is simply because, Si is the major oxida-
tion reactive element for all alloys and despite the well-known dif-
fusion-controlled model (parabolic rate law), at low temperature, the 
oxidation reactions are much more reaction controlled than diffusion 
controlled. 

On the other hand, Fig. 5(a) shows that at 600 ºC for all alloys the 

weight gain course substantially deviated to a higher oxidation rate 
regime. The deviation is also shown for example on the TGA oxidation 
weight gain graph of Mo2-Ge2 Fig. 5(b), where the major factor is the 
weight gain at 600 ºC where the oxidation followed a parabolic model. 
Therefore, in contrast to low temperature, HMS alloys above 500 ºC 
oxidised parabolically. Table 3 tabulates the oxidation rates “kp” 
(approximated using Arrhenius model) of the studied alloys and ad-
dresses the composition effects on oxidation of the alloys (summarized 
in Table 3) as follows: 

Fig. 2. TGA representation of HMS powder samples (a) Compounds with Ge and Mo dopants on the Si and Mn sites, respectively, (b) Only with Mo doping on the Mn 
site oxidized in Dry air from room temperature to 1100º C. Zoomed areas show oxidation at low temperatures 25 ºC - 450 ºC. 
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a. For all alloys at low temperatures (250 ºC – 350 ºC), the thermog-
ravimetric behaviour is similar, with oxidation rates of around 
0.12 µg/mm2. Moreover, the weight gain during oxidation follows 
the linear kinetics model or logarithmic model (especially for alloys 
with low dopant concentration). Empirically, the weight gain data 
following linear or logarithmic rate laws cannot be distinguished 
numerically (kp) or by looking at the TGA curves. However, as will 
be discussed in later sections, logarithmic rates have numerically 
lower kp values than linear rates. For example, in Table 3, 
Mn1.005Mo0.005Si1.75 if both at 250 ºC and 300 ºC are fitted linearly, 
the growth rate at the higher temperature is lower than at lower 
temperature. Therefore, at 300 ºC the oxidation kinetics follows 
logarithmic model.  

b. Between 350 ºC - 450 ◦C, most of the alloys followed logarithmic 
model, especially at 400 ºC. Another common trend among all alloys 
is that the lower the dopant the more the alloys follow logarithmic 
law. The latter can be seen on alloys with Mo doping or Mo and Ge 
doped alloys, which means that it would take longer for compounds 
with higher Mo dopant to grow a protective scale than for those with 
less Mo concentration. However, at higher temperatures (≥ 450 ºC), 
the alloys oxidise following parabolic law and logarithmic low. 
Table 3 shows that the alloys with low dopant 0.5–1 at% follow 
parabolic law, while from and above 2 at% dopant concentration the 
alloys still follow logarithmic law. 

Fig. 3. Three-dimensional wafer map of the oxide weight gain after thermal oxidation in Dry air in the temperature range (a) 25 ºC - 400 ºC and (b) 25 ºC - 1100 ºC. 
Round and square spots represent the plotted data position. 

Fig. 4. X-ray powder diffraction spectrum showing the composition of the 
powder residue after oxidation at 1100 ◦C of the alloys marked by the samples 
ID as in Table 1. 

Fig. 5. Weight gain after isothermal TGA oxidation in synthetic air (5.0) for 24 h. (a) Comparison of different HMS alloys with different dopant concentrations (Mo 
dopant on the Mn site and Ge on the Si site) from the maximum weight gain at respective oxidation temperatures, (b) Isothermal TGA of Mo2-Ge2 at temperature 
from 300 ◦C to 600 ºC. 
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c. Finally, around 600 ºC, the growth rate follows parabolic law for all 
compounds. 

3.4. Oxide scale micrographs and composition 

3.4.1. XPS analysis 
To acquire XPS data, samples were flooded with low-energy elec-

trons to compensate for the charging effects. Fig. 7 shows the Mn 2p, Si 
2p, and O 1 s high-resolution spectra core lines. For Mn 2p spectra, peaks 
at ~ 642 eV and ~ 654 eV were ascribed to the 3/2 and 1/2 spin-orbit 
splitting components, respectively, and are indicative of the Mn-oxide 
phases. However, the Mn1.005Mo0.02Si1.75 (at 400 ºC) showed the pres-
ence of another component at low binding energy as indicated by an 
arrow in Fig. 7. Compared to the Mn 2p3/2 (638.8 eV) for manganese 

silicide, this component appears at high binding energy. In case of a 
sample that consists of phases with different electrical properties, charge 
compensation may lead to differential charging. As a result, the relative 
position of the peaks coming from different phases may shift. To confirm 
if this chemical shift is due to differential charging, data was collected 
without and with flooded low energy electrons for charge compensation. 
After calibration of the binding energy axis using adventitious carbon 
(284.8 eV), the oxide component lines up. However, this is not the case 
for the silicide component. 

Stable manganese oxide grows at different oxidation states (Mn2+, 
Mn3+, and Mn4+), exhibiting many multiplet splitting [16]. It is, how-
ever, challenging to conduct a quantitative analysis due to the coin-
ciding binging energies of the multiplet splitting structures [16,17]. 
However, manganese oxidation states can be identified from the Mn 2p 
peak features and the magnitude of the Mn3s peak splitting. The absence 
of the satellite feature on the higher binding energy side of the Mn 2p3/2 
peak rules out the presence of MnO [16,18]. Mn 3 s peak splitting of 
~5.5 eV (not shown here) evidence the presence of manganese as Mn3+. 
The Si 2p XPS spectra for Mn1.005Mo0.02Si1.75 (at 400 ºC) Fig. 7, showed 
an intense peak (~103.7 eV) corresponding to Si4+ oxidation state and a 
small feature at the low binding energy core indicative of Si in the 
low-oxidation state(s) [19]. Similarly, the O 1 s spectra exhibited two 
features which components 1 and 2 are characteristic of Si-oxide and 
Mn-oxide, respectively [20]. The relative amount of Si-oxide to that of 
Mn-oxide increases with the oxidation temperature as evidenced in 
Fig. 7. 

Furthermore, Fig. 8 shows that higher oxidation temperature pro-
motes the formation of SiO2 phase. Sample Mn1.005Mo0.02Si1.75 (at 400 
ºC) showed the presence of Si2O3 and Si2O phases apart from SiO2. 
Nevertheless, the Si2O phase is not present in sample Mn0.99Mo0.02-

Si1.73Ge0.02 (at 400 ºC).(Fig. 9). 
Analysis of Mo3d core level region evidenced the presence of two 

phases, MoO3 and MoO2 [21]. At higher oxidation temperatures, the 
only phase observed is MoO3. Fig. 10 shows the presence of the GeO2 

Fig. 6. Contour plot for the weight gain versus time at temperature from 250 ºC - 600 ºC. (a) Mn1.005Mo0.005Si1.75, (b) Mn0.985Mo0.005Si1.745Ge0.005 and (c) 
Mn0.99Mo0.02Si1.73Ge0.02. 

Table 3 
Oxidation kinetics approximated by the Arrhenius model, the reaction rates are 
tabulated at specific temperatures and the model that the data fit symbolized by 
the superscript letter a to c.  

Alloys Weight gain - rate (kp) and law 

250 300 350 400 450 600 

Mn1.005Mo0.005Si1.75 0.13ª 0.08 
ᵇ 

– 0.7ᶜ 0.9ᶜ 2.5ᶜ 

Mn1.005Mo0.02Si1.75 0.11ª – 0.12ª 0.02 
ᵇ 

0.46 
ᵇ 

– 

MnSi1.74Ge0.005 0.11ª – 0.114ª 0.23 
ᵇ 

2.91ᶜ – 

MnSi1.74Ge0.01[2] – – – 0.07 
ᵇ 

0.02ᶜ 0.2ᶜ 

Mn0.985Mo0.005Si1.745Ge0.005 – – 0.16ª – 0.2ᶜ 0.22 
ᶜ 

Mn0.99Mo0.02Si1.73Ge0.02 – 0.12ª 1ª 0.4ᵇ 0.6ᵇ 12ᶜ  

ª Linear law[µg/mm2], 
ᵇ Logarithmic law[µg/mm2], 
c Parabolic law [µg2/mm4]. 

Fig. 7. X-ray photoemission spectra of the Mn 2p, Si 2p and O 1 s core-level regions.  
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phase in the Ge-doped samples [22]. However, at lower oxidation 
temperature (sample Mn0.99Mo0.02Si1.73Ge0.02 at 400 ºC), another 
component at the lower binding energy side is present that is assigned to 
the elemental germanium. 

3.4.2. SEM-EDS analysis 
HMS alloys are robust to oxidation especially at low temperatures 

and short exposure to air, therefore, long-term exposure is key to 
enabling a microscopic visual analysis of the oxide scale. Figs. 11 and 12 
present the SEM-EDS micrographs and phase maps of 
Mn1.0095Mo0.005Si1.75 oxidation in air for 200 h at 300 ºC and 400 ºC, 
respectively. At 300 ºC, a 150 nm non-uniform and coarse oxide layer 
can be seen. Much of the scale is SiO2 as shown by the EDS phase maps, 
however, the lack of the other oxide species is attributed to the low 
detection level of the EDS detector. XPS as a more effective technique 
revealed the presence of Mn- oxides and Mo-based oxides (or Ge-based 
oxides for alloys with Ge dopant). Moreover, Fig. 11 shows that the 
oxide is thicker (around 250 nm) at the grain boundaries and thinner at 
the surface of the grains. This lack of scale uniformity at the alloy surface 
is due to the low phase homogeneity that leads to the presence of a 
conglomerate of oxides, especially at the grain boundaries. Fig. 12 on 
the other hand, shows that at 400 ºC the oxide scale is more compact and 
thicker than at 300 ºC. The oxide thickness is around 270 nm and is 
similarly composed mainly of SiO2. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. The oxidation kinetic regimes 

HMS alloys follow different oxidation models at respective 

temperatures as stated in the result section above, therefore it makes it 
difficult to experimentally approximate the energies of formation (for 
the alloys). Moreover, the alloys are robust to oxidation that in case of 
isothermal test carried out at short dwell time (24 h), it is difficult to 
accurately obtain reliable oxidation reaction rate using ideal cases 
Wagner theory since it does not consider some complicating factors 
including effects of impurities [23]. It is in that regard that, a new 
representation was adopted to discuss the mixed rate of oxidation per 
temperature as shown in Table 3. The technique used in this study 
employed the notion of Time-Temperature-Transform (TTT) diagram, to 
draw an oxidation map based on the thermogravimetric weight gain per 
unit area data of the actual alloys Fig. 6. The contour lines plots are not 
frequently used to interpret the oxidation kinetics of alloys. However, in 
this article, we adopted contour plots to recreate the oxidation weight 
gain profiles by projecting the elevations on the y-axis and distance on 
the x-axis (of the cartesian coordinate system) as in [24]. From the 
weight gain and oxidation rate profiles, the TTT diagram can be drawn 
in a simplified diagram, as in Fig. 13. The green and red curves are 
drawn based on TGA weight gain data of Mn0.99Mo0.02Si1.73Ge0.02, they 
represent the isothermal oxidation onset time and an approximate of the 
oxidation offset time, respectively. Further analysis and discussions are 
based on where you would land on the map if you projected data of a 
different alloy (among the studied compounds). 

The TTT diagram, Table 3, and Table 4 combined reveal that the 
oxidation occurs through 4 different kinetic regimes.  

1. Below 250 ◦C (represented by dashed area), the weight gain after 
24 h was little to none, implying that the alloys were resistant to 
oxidation at low temperatures. 

Fig. 8. X-ray photoemission spectra of the Si 2p core level region with peak fitting results.  
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2. At temperature < 300 ◦C, the thermal gravimetric weight gain per 
unit area is low and fits the linear rate low (see the Byzantium colour 
area at the TTT diagram) as mentioned in Section 3.3. The linear rate 
law pertains to that, initially, the oxidant agent is adsorbed on the 
alloy surface at a constant rate(linear) until the whole surface is 
covered (monolayer) of adsorbate [25], therefore chemical reactions 
being the rate-determining process in this temperature range. By 
consulting Table 3, the linear regime extends up until 300 ◦C for 
alloys with high doping concentration and 350 ◦C for alloys with less 
doping. The same pattern is followed even at temperature > 400 ºC, 

though, the gas adsorbate is quite fast and short (less than 1 h). The 
fast chemisorbed oxidant species at the oxide-gas interface, attract 
cations from the thin oxide scale to grow further the scale, though 
leaving hole defects in the old oxide phase. The latter creates cation 
defects gradient at the alloy-oxide phase that leads to con-
sumption/transport of cations from the alloy across the alloy-oxide 
interface. At this point the scale is still too thin (hundreds of Ang-
stroms ~1000) [26] and follows a logarithmic rate law (represented 
by the light and dark blue of the TTT diagram) for compounds with 
2 at% dopant, while with less dopant the respective compounds fall 

Fig. 9. X-ray photoemission spectra of the Mo 3d core level region with peak fitting results.  

Fig. 10. X-ray photoemission spectra of the Ge 2p3/2 core level region with peak fitting results.  
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in the parabolic regime in this temperature range (the latter will be 
discussed at point 4 below).  

3. The logarithmic law extends to higher temperatures of 500 ◦C and 
600 ◦C for the respective compounds, though for a very short dura-
tion. The logarithmic regime is described as a state at which the 
reactive species adsorbed at the alloy surface (linearly), creates a 
diffusion of anions towards the alloy core and cations in the opposite 
direction that creates an electric field across the oxide-alloy interface 
[26]. As it can be seen from Fig. 13, in the first 24 h of isothermal 
experiments, logarithmic law would be the main rate law for the 
studied alloys especially at temperatures from ~300–400 ◦C. How-
ever, considering the long-term experiments at 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C, it 
was empirically concluded that the logarithmic regime reduces over 
time, as a result of reduced ion diffusion at the alloy-oxide interface.  

4. Finally, the parabolic regime (represented by dark yellow colour), is 
characteristic of a protective layer mainly composed of SiO2. 
Empirically the compounds with less dopant, fall in the parabolic 
regime earlier than with high dopant concentration. This is simply 
because with fewer impurities the alloys would follow a model clause 
to that of pure HMS, with which the oxidation is selective with “Si” 
being the preferential element. The parabolic regime extends to-
wards 600 ◦C, and as the colour gets lighter meaning that the scale is 
less protective at higher temperatures, though the study was con-
ducted up to 600 ◦C. In the parabolic regime, interdiffusion across 
the oxide scale is the rate-determining process. 

To summarize, the TTT diagram in Fig. 13 in this case used as an 
oxidation map, shows that the compounds studied were isothermally 
resistant to oxidation below 250 ◦C in dry air. However, above that 
temperature, they follow different oxidation models (linear, logarith-
mic, and parabolic), depending on the isothermal temperature and/or 
the composition (impurities concentration). The more impurities the 
alloys contained, the longer the alloy oxidised following linear law, and 
the lesser the impurities (for example, HMS in an extreme case), the 
early the alloy oxidized parabolically, where the oxide is mainly SiO2. It 
is worth noting that non-protective oxide below the green curve con-
notes that there is no or non-substantial oxidation reaction in that 
temperature range. Nonetheless, non-protective oxide above the red 
curve conveys a threat to the stability of the alloys. 

4.2. Mechanisms of oxidation 

The individual constituents of the Mnx− α Moα Siy− β Geβ alloys have 
got a certain affinity to oxygen which tends to create a mixture of oxides, 
therefore the need to protect the alloy from all elements to be involved. 
Originally the alloys model was designed with oxidation resistance 
taken into capital consideration. As illustrated in [2], at the beginning Si 
is the preferential element involved in oxidation forming SiO2 oxide, and 
HMS should theoretically be able to provide sufficient flux of Si until a 
compact SiO2 layer is formed. In case, Si concentration reduces below 
the minimum concentration at the alloy-oxide interface, other reactive 

Fig. 11. SEM/EDS representation of Mn1.0095Mo0.005Si1.75 oxidized at 300ºC for 200 h in ambient conditions. (a) Backscattered electron (BE) image, (b) EDS Phase 
map image showing the cross-section of the interface between alloy and oxide scale layers, and (c) elemental composition illustrative of phases in (b), red – alloy 
phase and yellow – oxide phase. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 12. SEM/EDS representation of Mn1.0095Mo0.005Si1.75 oxidized at 400ºC for 200 h in ambient conditions. (a) Backscattered electron (BE) image, (b) EDS Phase 
map image showing the cross-section of the interface between alloy and oxide scale layers, and (c) elemental composition illustrative of phases in (b), red – alloy 
phase and yellow – oxide phase. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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elements would be involved in oxidation. However, the coexisting Si, 
Mo, and Ge oxides mixture overlay in layers of the respective oxides, 
with the oxide with the higher solubility on the top (that being MoO3, 
GeO2, and SiO2 at the alloy interface). 

The above scenario is true for a homogeneous/single-phase alloy, but 
in case of multiphase or porous alloys, the oxidation mechanisms 

deviate from the ideal situation. The alloy studied being multiphase 
alloys, Fig. 14 is a schematic representation of the oxide growth mech-
anisms of Mnx− α MoαSi y− β Geβ. The map is composed of 4 stages, 
starting from the original alloy composition (at the alloy surface – left on 
the figure) and progresses over time through stage 4, which is the final 
oxide layer studied using different surface characterization techniques 
(SEM-EDS and XPS) employed in this study. 

Stage 2 of Fig. 14 shows the melt cast compound before oxidation, 
the composition of the alloys is as presented by the alloy’s micrograph 
(Section 3.1) for further details. From the 3rd stage onward, it is evident 
that the alloys’ oxidation mechanisms were a result of the alloy matrix 
structure and impurities’ solubility. Therefore, the oxide growth on the 
alloy surface is governed by several oxidation processes. For HMS rich 
phase, the process follows the classic binary alloy oxidation theory, 
where Si is selectively reactive to oxidation and leaves a Si depleted 
phase with a composition close to MnSi at the alloy-oxide interface, 
where Wagner chemical diffusion (the theory of diffusion in solid oxides 
is also discussed by C.A.C. Sequeira [27]) is the rate defining factor. 

On the other hand, based on the XRD results Fig. 4, two manganese 
silicates were detected as braunite (Mn7SiO12) and pyroxmangite 
(MnSiO3). Moreover, Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows an endothermic reaction at 
665 ◦C which is interpreted as the formation of a eutectic Mn-Mo oxide 
(33 wt% MnMoO4 and 67 wt% MnO3). The reaction occurrence is due to 
MnO3, MnMoO4, and Mn2O3 solid oxides mixture as by the Mn-Mo-O 
ternary phase diagram Fig. A1 [28] and discussed by K. Ivanov [29]. 

Above 1000 ºC a sudden weight gain is noticed, early for less doped 
compounds (as Mo0.5-Ge0.5_β and MnSi1.75). The exothermic reaction is 
represented by Eq. (1), and can also be seen in the MnO-SiO2-O2 
computed phase diagram (using FactSage) in p(O2)= 21% atm [30]. 

2
3
Mn7SiO12 + 4SiO2 →

14
3

MnSiO3 + O2 (1)  

Si+ O2 →SiO2(S) (2) 

Since none of the silicates was detected with XPS, the two would be 
attributed to being internal oxides or located at the alloy-oxide interface. 
It is difficult to know the exact mechanisms of formation of the two 
compounds, however, there are two possibilities. The first and most 
relevant is that the oxidant ions diffuse through the already formed 
oxide to react with the “Si” depleted layer, therefore the inner oxygen 
anions diffusion being the rate-determining factor. The second is that, 
though the presence of silica as protective oxide, the reaction of the 
dopants with oxygen may have compromised the level of protectiveness 
and lead to the formation of Mn-based oxides as shown in Fig. 14(3). 
Consequently, the coexisting Mn oxides and SiO2 form a manganese 
silicate Mn7SiO12 [31] as by Eq. (3), and the latter would transform into 
MnSiO3 (check phase diagram, Figure) and release oxygen anion as 
shown by Eq. (1). Nevertheless, in both cases, the thicker SiO2 gets the 
more the inner alloy surface will be attained. 

2Mn2O3 +Mn3O4 + SiO2→Mn7SiO12 (3) 

As represented by Fig. 1, the alloys contain some Mo and Ge rich 
phases (MoSi2 and possibly GeSi2, respectively). Both phases contribute 
to the oxidation of the alloy, though following slightly different mech-
anisms to the classic binary alloy oxidation scheme they would follow if 
they were pure phases state. Unlike the case of oxidation of MoSi2 [32] 
or GeSi2 [33] compounds, at low temperature, the growth of MoO2, 
MoO3, and/or GeO2 is much dominated by the growth of SiO2 Fig. 14(3), 
that a continuous silica layer formation would leave them at the oxi-
de/gas interface. Several studies [34,35] were conducted on the oxida-
tion of Mo and showed that above 500 ◦C the Mo-oxide volatility 
increases, and becomes linear above 650 ◦C. Moreover, K. Ivanov [29], 
found that superficial Mo- oxides are not stable at temperatures above 
600 ◦C. 

To summarise, the alloys studied were multiphase alloys, which had 
a negative effect on the oxidation mechanisms of the alloys. As described 

Fig. 13. The TTT diagram for isothermal oxidation of HMS with Mo and/or Ge 
as dopant(s). The green curve presents the process(oxidation) starts and the red 
curve - the process end. Green arrows point in the direct the curves are shifted 
towards relative to dopants concentration and density of the alloys. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 4 
Classification scheme of the oxidation of the studies HMS alloys.  

Class Temperature 
range 

Oxidation reaction Rate governing 
factor 

Oxide stability 
(Empirical)  

1 < 250 ◦C No signification 
reaction, hard to 
adhere to the alloy 
surface 

The alloy 
robustness to 
oxidation 

–  

2 250–350 ◦C Oxide scale is 
adherent to the 
alloy surface, 
significant weight 
gain starts after 
around 7 – 10 h of 
exposure, and fits 
a linear model 

Chemical 
reaction (gas 
adsorption) at 
the alloy 
surface  

1. Stable at low 
temperature  

2. Stable over 
timea  

3 400 ◦C 
< T < <

600 ◦C 

Fast (1–2 h) gas 
adsorption 
(usually 
logarithmically), 
followed by a 
thickening of the 
oxide, mainly SiO2 

parabolic growth 
and protective. 

Wagner 
diffusion- 
controlled or 
lattice 
diffusion of 
electrons/ions  

1. Metastable 
for shortb 

exposure  
2. Stable over 

time  

4 600 ◦C Fast interdiffusion 
across the scale, 
and oxide 
volatility at higher 
temperatures 
(>700 ◦C) 

Interdiffusion 
across the 
alloy-oxide 
interface, and 
oxide volatility  

1. Stable for 
short 
exposure  

2. Long-term 
should be 
investigated  

a Long-term stand for 200 h; 
b Short-term stand for 24 h 
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in a couple of paragraphs above, the overall performance of both short- 
term (24 h) and long-term (200 h) experiments showed that the com-
pounds were resistant and resilient to oxidation. However, forasmuch as 
the dopants were involved in the early stage of the oxidation process, the 
thermoelectric performance (specifically the electrical conductivity) 
will much be affected because of reduced charge carrier concentration. 
It would highly be recommended to adapt/retune the synthesis 
method’s parameters to achieve a more homogeneous compound, or 
possibly explore other possible synthesis methods rather than melt 
casting. 

5. Conclusion 

The oxidation of Mnx− α Moα Siy− β Geβ alloys are studied in the 
temperature range of 250–600 ◦C in synthetic air (5.0) for 24 h (for all 
alloys) and 200 h (for selected alloys). The study shows that the kinetic 
model of oxidation, varies from linear to parabolic at temperature 
around 300 ◦C and above. This is due to increased oxidation rate that 
originates from reaction to the oxidant agent of almost all elements that 
comprise the alloy. At low temperature (< 300 ◦C), chemical reactions 
at the alloy surface are the reaction rate-controlling factor in this tem-
perature range. While at temperatures higher than 450 ◦C, diffusion 
through the oxide layer is the rate-determining factor, where SiO2 is the 
main/dominant oxide phase. In addition, long-term experiments 
showed that the layer is protective with only 150 nm thick oxide at 
300 ◦C and 250 nm thickness at 400 ◦C after 200 h. Therefore, revealing 
the potential of HMS alloys in the medium temperature range for ther-
moelectric application. Finally, based on the short-term (24 h) exposure 

experiments, all the alloys’ constituents were involved in oxidation, 
which is unwanted. Though, this study did not determine how charge 
carrier density was affected by the alloy’s oxidation, it is important to 
note that there is a level of materials consumption due to oxidation and 
take it into consideration during alloys’ modelling stage. At tempera-
tures lower than 400 ◦C, the alloys are resistant to oxidation even at 
longer thermal exposure, revealing the potential of HMS alloys in the 
medium temperature range for thermoelectric application. 
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Appendix  

See appendix Fig. A1 and Fig. A2. 

Fig. A-1. Mn-Mo-O Phase diagram [36].  

Fig. A-2. MnO-SiO2-O2 Phase diagram in P(O2) = 0.21 atm [30].  
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